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ABSTRACT. In this paper we construct a nonmovable complete metric space

of which every component is movable. This construction is based on P. Roy's

famous example of a complete metric space X which has inductive dimension

ind X = 0 and covering dimension dim X = 1.

Introduction. K. Borsuk [1, Theorem 7.1] proved that if every component of

a compactum X is movable, then X is movable. In this paper we construct a

nonmovable complete metric space every component of which is movable. The

construction is based on P. Roy's famous example [5] of a complete metric space

X which has inductive dimension indX = 0 and covering dimension dimX = 1.

Actually for any metric space X with dim X = 1 we construct in §I-IX a related

solenoidal-type space Z and a morphism p = {pn} from Z into inverse system of

the dyadic solenoid. We show that pi : Z —> S1 induces a nontrivial homomorphism

on the first Cech cohomology Hl{p) : H1{S1) —* Hl{Z) and that this implies Z is

nonmovable. So in the case X is Roy's example we get that Z is nonmovable but

each component is movable (each component is a point). The reader is referred to

Spanier [6] as a general reference for the Hopf theorem.

We also present a second example in §XI which is a totally disconnected, non-

movable space. This example is easier to construct but fails to have inductive

dimension 0 and to be completely metrizable like the solenoidal Roy example men-

tioned above.

We were led to this question by a paper of M. A. Moron [4]. He showed that

at least one of three results in shape theory for compacta did not carry over to

the noncompact case. However, he could not ascertain which one failed in the

noncompact case.

I. Construction of a solenoidal space. Let X be a metric space with the

covering dimension dimX = 1. There exists a closed subset A C X and a map

/ : (X, A) —* (T, I) that induces a nontrivial homomorphism TT1 (/) : TT1 (T, I) —*

Hl{X,A). Let /,: (X¿,A,) —► (T,T), i = 0,1, be two copies of /. We denote

by y the space obtained from the topological sum of Xo and Xt by the natural

identification of /0_1(1) and fîl{l). We assume that X0 and Xi, and so also

Bq = /0_1(0), Bi = /!_1(0) and B = Bo UT?i are subsets of Y. One can prove that

the map g: {Y,B) —+ {1,1), given by

Í kfoiv) fort/GXo,

_ ll-è/i(y)   foryeXx,
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induces a nontrivial homomorphism Hl{g): Hl{I,I) —> H1{Y,B). Let s: Y —> Y

be the symmetry function that assigns to a point x E Xq the corresponding point

s{x) E X\. There is a homeomorphism h defined on the Cantor set C onto itself

such that the quotient space C x l/{h{c),0) ~ (c, 1), where c G C, is the dyadic

solenoid. We define a quotient space

Z = CxY/(h(c),b)~(c,a(b)),

where c EC and b E B0. Let h: C xY —» C xY be defined by h{c, y) = {h{c), y)

for any c EC and y EY.

II. Now we will describe a morphism p = {pn} from Z into the dyadic solenoid's

inverse system S1 ¿- S1 ¿- S1 <-(see [3, p. 122]).

Let {Cn}%L0 De tne standard system of open coverings of the Cantor set C, i.e.,

Cn — {Cn\ k — 1,..., 2n} consists of nonempty, open, pairwise disjoint subsets of

C, each element of Cn (a copy of C) contains exactly two elements of Cn+i and

{Cn}£Lo 's cofinal in the family of all open coverings of C. W may assume that

the homomorphism h induces a cyclic permutation on the set Cn, h{C^) E Cn for

each Cn E Cn, n > 0.

The set Z is the sum of 2" copies of C* x Y. The (continuous) map pn : Z —► S1'

restricted to C* x Y is the composition of the projection C¿ x Y —* Y, the map

g: Y —► I and an inclusion t¿: I —► S1 (2" segments ú(T) have disjoint interiors).

We may assume that for each n the following diagram commutes:

Z
Pn Pn+1

/ \

III. We will prove that p = pi : Z —» S1 induces a nontrivial homomorphism

Hl{p): Hl{Sl) — Hl{Z). LetZ = Z1UZ2, where Z, is the image of C\xY, where

C] 6 Ci, under the projection C x Y —> Z. Let T,T0, and Ti be the images of

C x B, C\ x B0, and C\ x B\, respectively, under this projection. So T = Zx H Z2.

The map p: Z —> 51 maps Z¿ onto a segment Tj cS1. The intersection Ti n I2 is

S° (a two-point set). Let us consider the following diagram:

TT°(T)   —2—*   HX{Z,T) >—i—►  B1^)

H°(P) H'(P) W'(p)

B°(S°) ^^^ TT^S1,^0) -¿—y Hl{Sx) -►  •••

induced by the map p. By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence we can identify Hl{Z,T)

with Hl{ZuT)@Hl{Z2,T) and H^S^S0) with B^/i.S0) 0 B^/a.S0) (the

isomorphisms are induced by inclusions). Then Hl{p): H1{S1,S°) —► H1{Z,T)

we can identify with Bx(p | Zi) © TT^p | Z2), where BJ(p | Z%): Hl{It,S0) -►

Hl{ZtT). Let a be the image of the generator of H1{Ii,S°). To prove that

TT1 (p) : Hi{S1) —► TT1 (Z) is nontrivial, it is enough to prove that j* (a) is nontrivial.

Assume that j'*(a) = 0. Then a = d*(d) for some d E H°{T).
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IV.
REMARK. Let a E Hl{Z,T). Assume that a = d*{d) for some d G H°{T),

where d* : H°{T) —> Hl{Z,T) is the coboundary operator. Then there exists a

covering V of Z such that

(i) d = ]lj{dv) for some dy E H°{N{V \T)),

(ii) a=ft(ay) for some av E B^A^V), W(V | T)),
(iii) d*{dy) - ay,

where

H°(N[V | T)) —2l— B^V), AT(V | T))

TT°(T)        —21- Hl{Z,T)

and the 3* are coboundary operators and the jy are natural projections.

V. System of neighborhoods. By {Ua}a€A we denote the system of all open

symmetric (i.e., s(U) Elia if U E Ua) coverings of Y of order 1. For any covering

Ua of y we define a system {Xo }<£>€<!> Q by

V^ = {C x U\ U E Ua and C E C^u)},

where $a is the set of all symmetric functions <p (i.e., <p(U) = <p{s{U))) from Ua into

the set of all nonnegative integers. Let <E> = (J{^a I a € A}. The system {Ua}aeA

is cofinal in the system of all open coverings of Y and the system {T^,}^* is cofinal

in the system of all open coverings ofCxV.

Now, let A be any closed subset of Y. Suppose that the nerve N(V) is a com-

ponent of the nerve NCV^C x A), <p E $Q- Then there is a k an C° G Cfc and a

subfamily U° C Ua such that

V = {C" x B|B G Ü°,C" G C^u), and C C C0},

so (J y = U ¿i° x C°. Let us observe that

ÄCV) = {C x U\U E U°,C E C^{t/),and C C h{C0)},

and A(/i(V)) is a component of N{VV\C x A) which we denote by hN{V).

VI. Lemma. Let V^, be a covering of C x Y, <p E <Pa, induced by Ua (see §V).

Symmetric components (with respect to s) of the simplicial complex

L = N{%) -N{%\C X B)

"join" C x Bq and C x B\. By E¿, i = 0,1, we denote the set of all 1-simplexes

that have a vertex in Nft^C x T?¿) and that are in symmetric components of L.

We can consider the group G¡ of all functions from E¿ into the integer group as a

subgroup (by natural embedding) of HX{N{\), N{\\C x B)).

Let us denote by A¿, i — 0,1, the set of all components of N{V^\C x T?¿). We

can consider the group B°(A(V^|C x B¿)) as the group of all functions from A,

into the integer group. By A, we denote the set of components of N(V¡p\C x 5¿)

that contains a vertex of some simplex of Ej. Let A" = A¿ — A[. The group of all

functions from A¿ (resp. A") into the integer group we denote by H¡ (resp. TT").

Let us observe that d*{H°{N{Va\C x Bj))) = d*{H¡) C Gt and dw*(B2") = 0,

where

d* : H°{N{%\C x B)) - B1(JV(Tk),.iV(Vp|C x B))
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is the coboundary operator. The group H0(N(VV\C x B) is the direct sum

H°{N{%\C x B0)) 8 H°{N{%\C x B{)).

The map s: C xY —► C xY, given by s{c,y) = {c,s{y)), induces a symmetric

isomorphism

H°{s): H°{N{\\C x B)) - H°{N{\\C x B))

in the following way. Any element d E H°{N{Va\C x B)) is represented by a

function d from A — Ao U Ai into the integer group. The element H°{s){d) can

be represented as a map from A into the integer group such that H°{s){d){K) =

d{s{K)) for any component K of N{V^\C x B). We have

H0{s){H°{N{%\C x Bo))) = H°(N(WC x Bi)).

Now, let d = dQ + di be an element of H°{N{VP\C x B), where

dlEH°{N{%\CxBl)).

Each di is represented by a map dx from A,- into the integer group. Suppose that

o*{d) = 0. Let d0 E A0 and dx = s{do) E A\. Then there is a (symmetric)

simplicial path in N{V^,) with end points Vq E do and V\ = s{Vo) G d\ such that

all other Simplexes of this path are in L. Since d*{d) = 0 it follows that d*{do)

and d*{di) take opposite values on the first and the last simplex of this path. So

do and dx take the same value on V0 and V\, respectively, and so on do and di,

respectively. So we obtain the following

LEMMA. Letd = d0 + d1, where dt E H°{N{\\C x B%), i = 0,1. Ifd*{d)=0,

then do{K) = di{s{K)) for every T\ G A0 {and so for every K E A',).

VII. Notation. We consider {Z,T) as the sum (Zi,T) U {Z2,T) of two copies

of (C x y, C x B), where Zj n Z2 = T. Let jx : {C xY,C x B) — {Z,T) and

j2 : {C xY,C x B) —> (Z, T) be corresponding embeddings, so

ji{C xY,C x B) = {ZX,T)    for i = 1,2.

We may assume that

ji\C xBi= j2\C x Bi    and   ji\C x B0 = j2h\C x B0,

where h: C xY -^ C xY \s the homeomorphism given by h{c,y) = {h{c),y) for

any c EC and y EY. Let "V^ be the covering ofCxY described in V. By Vp we

denote the open covering of Z that satisfies two conditions:

ji{%) =%nZi   and   y2(T^) = %nz2.

Let us observe that the embeddings j\ and J2 induce isomorphisms of complexes

*: (N(\),N(Vv\Cx B) - (iV(^|Z,), N{%\T))    for « = 1,2.

The system of all such coverings {^}ae* °f ^ is cofinal in the system of all

open coverings of Z.
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VIII. We have assumed (§111) that a E d*{H°{T)) i.e. a = d*{d) for some

d E H°{T). By the Remark (§IV) there exists a covering Vv of Z that satisfies the

conditions (i), (ii), (iii). We have

H°(N(%\T)) 2: H\N{%),N{%\T))

= B1(A/(^|Zi),7V(^|r))©B1(^(^|Z2),A(V¥3|T)).

So there exists au E B^A^), AT^T) and dv E H°{N{%\T)) such that a is

the image of av under j* and av = d*{dw). We may assume (see §111) that

a, E Hl{N{%\Z,),N{%\T)) C H\N{%),N{%\T)).

The embeddings j\ and j2 induce isomorphisms

H1^): H1{N{%\Zl),N{%\T)) ^ H\N{\),N{%\C x B))    for i = 1,2,

and isomorphisms

H°Ui) ■ Hn{N{%\T)) - B°(A^(V^|C x B))    for » = 1,2.

We know that

H°{N{%\T)) = H°{N{\\T0)) ® H°{N{%\T1))

and

H°{N{\\C x B)) = TT°(A^(^|C x B0)) © H°{N{\\C x Bx))

and that H°{3%) maps TT°(A^(^|T0)) onto H°(N(%\C x B0)) and TT°(A(^|Ti))

ontoB0(AT(Vp|CxB1)).
Let us observe that

H°{ji)\H°{N{%\Ti)) = H°{J2)\H°{N{%\Tl))

and

TT00-i)|TT°(7V(^|To)) = H°{h)H0{j2)\H0{N{\\T0)),

where H°{h) is an automorphism on B°(Af(1'v9|C x B0)) induced by /1: C x V ->

Cxy.

Let d,, = d„,0 + <k,i where dVti E H°{N{%\Tt)), for i = 0,1. Then

B°Oi)«o) = H°{h)H°{j2){du,0) = H°{h){d0),

where d0 — H°{j2){dw^0) and

H°(jl){d^1) = H°(ji){dl/,l) = di.

We can assume (see §111) that

Hl{n){au) E Go C H1{N{y^),N{\\C x B))

may be represented as a function that takes the value 1 on each 1-simplex of Eo

and that

H1{j2){au) E HX{N{X),N{%\C x B))

is trivial.   Let us denote by d1 an element of TT°(Ar(1'v3|C' x B0)) that takes the

value 1 on each component K of N{VP\C x Bo).

We have

d*{H°{Ji){du)) = Hi(ji){av) = d*{di)
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and

d*(H°{j2)(dl/))=H1{j2)(at/) = 0.

It follows that

d'{H0{h){d0)+d1) = d*{d1)    and   d*{do + d1) = 0.

by the Lemma in §VI,

{H°{h){d0)-d1){K)^d1{sK)    and   dQ{K) = dx{sK)

for every K E A0- So

(*) d0{K) = {H°{h){d0)-d1){K)=d0{K)-l    for every K E A'0.

By §V there is a sequence in A0:

(**) Bi,Ti2,...,B2t

such that Kn = h{Kn-\) for each n = 2,..., 22k and Bi = h(K2k). The equality

(*) considered on the components (**) gives a contradiction. Thus av is not in

d*(TT°(îyT)) and so a is not in d*{H°{T)). It follows that Hl{p): H^S1) -»

TT1(Z) is not trivial.

IX. Let D be the dyadic solenoid, i.e., D = invlimiS1 <— S1 <— ■ ■ • ) and let

7r: B — S1 be the projection onto the first circle.

LEMMA. Let g be a map from a topological space Z into D. If f = rr-g: Z —> S1

is essential then, Z is not movable.

PROOF. Since 7r: D — S1 is divisible by 2" for all n in the group [T^S1], / is

divisible by 2n for all n in the group [Z, S1].

Now let {Z\, r\tfl) be the Cech system of Z and let f\ : Z\ —> S1 be a map such

that / « f\tt\, it\: Z —► Z\ being the projection. Suppose Z is movable, so there is

p > X such that for arbitrary 7 > p there is a map h : ZM —► Z~¡ with r\~¡ ■ h « r\u.

Observe that \Zu,Sl] does not contain nontrivial elements divisible by all the

powers of 2. This is so because such a map induces the trivial homomorphism of

fundamental groups. Let m be an integer such that [f\ ■ r\u) is not divisible by 2m.

Since [Z, Sl] = dirlim[Z7, S1}, there is 7 > p with [fx ■ rXl] divisible by 2m. Then

[f\ • r\~! ■ h] = [/a ■ rXp.] is divisible by 2m, a contradiction.

REMARK. In the previous Lemma, D can be replaced by any nontrivial solenoid.

X. Solenoidal Roy's example. In [5], P. Roy has given an example of a metric

space X with the covering dimension dimX = 1 and with the small inductive

dimension indX = 0. Our solenoidal space Z obtained from the Roy's examples is

not movable and it is easy to see that ind Z = 0. Thus we have the following

THEOREM. There exists a nonmovable 1-dimensional complete metric space Z,

with indZ = 0.

COROLLARY. There exists a nonmovable space Z with movable components

{each components is a point).

REMARK. If the covering dimension of a space is 0, then it is movable. (See [2].)
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XI. Second example.  Let D be the dyadic solenoid, i.e.

B^invlimiS1 ¿-S1 £■■■■).

Let tt: D —> S1 be the projection onto the first circle. The crucial property of it we

are going to use is that tt is essential (not homotopic to a constant map).

Consider the family A of all open subsets U oîDxC, C being the Cantor set, such

that the composition U —> DxC —* D —* S1 is inessential, where U —► D x C is the

inclusion map, D x C —> D is the projection and D —* S1 is tt. Choose a bijection

a : C —» A between A and the Cantor set C. Such a bijection exists because given

a point {d, c) in DxC there is s > 0 such that the ball B{{d, c),e) centered at {d, c)

and of radius e belongs to A. Hence B{{d,c),6) E A for all S < e, and since D is

connected B{{d,c),6) ^ B{{d,c),p) for 6 ^ p sufficiently small. Given c G C, the

composition Dx{c} -* DxC —> D —► S1 is essential. Therefore, Dx{c}-a{c) ± 0

and we can choose ß{c) E Dx {c}-a{c). Let Y — {ß{c): c EC} C DxC. Observe

that Y —> D x C ^> C is a bijection {D x C —> C being the projection), so Y is

totally disconnected. Suppose it -p|y : Y —> S1 is inessential, where p: D x C —> D

is the projection. Then there is a map B: D x C x {0, l}uy x [0,1] —» 51 such that

H\D x C x {0} is ix ■ p and B|B x C x {1} is a constant map. By [7, p. 107], B is

homotopic to a map G extendable over a neighborhood V oíDxCx{0, l}UFx[0,1]

in D x C x [0,1]. Choose a neighborhood U of Y m DxC such that U x [0,1] C V.

Then Tt-p\U is inessential, so U = a{c) for some c EC. This leads to a contradiction

because Y C\{D x {c} — a{c)) ^ 0, so it is impossible for Y to be contained in U.

Thus / = 7T ■ p|y : y —> S1 is essential. By §IX, Y is nonmovable.
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